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CCD

Color cameras

Digital color cameras generally use a Bayer mask over the CCD. Each square of four pixels has one �ltered
red, one blue, and two green (the human eye is more sensitive to green than either red or blue). The result of
this is that luminance information is collected at every pixel, but the color resolution is lower than the
luminance resolution.

Better color separation can be reached by three-CCD devices (3CCD) and a dichroic beam splitter prism, that
splits the image into red, green and blue components. Each of the three CCDs is arranged to respond to a
particular color. Many professional video camcorders, and some semi-professional camcorders, use this
technique, although developments in competing CMOS technology have made CMOS sensors, both with
beam-splitters and bayer �lters, increasingly popular in high-end video and digital cinema cameras. Another
advantage of 3CCD over a Bayer mask device is higher quantum ef�ciency (and therefore higher light
sensitivity for a given aperture size). This is because in a 3CCD device most of the light entering the aperture
is captured by a sensor, while a Bayer mask absorbs a high proportion (about 2/3) of the light falling on each
CCD pixel.

For still scenes, for instance in microscopy, the resolution of a Bayer mask device can be enhanced by
microscanning technology. During the process of color co-site sampling, several frames of the scene are
produced. Between acquisitions, the sensor is moved in pixel dimensions, so that each point in the visual
�eld is acquired consecutively by elements of the mask that are sensitive to the red, green and blue
components of its color. Eventually every pixel in the image has been scanned at least once in each color and
the resolution of the three channels become equivalent (the resolutions of red and blue channels are
quadrupled while the green channel is doubled).
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Sony 2/3″ CCD ICX024AK 10A 494496 (816*606) pixels CCD removed from Sony CCD-V88E video camera
from 1988, with Yellow, Green and Cyan vertical stripe �lter
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